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Dilemma 157
adversity 
inevitably 
obliges
not sincere
but actual 
dependence 
counters 
feigned 
reluctance 
subsiding 
subsiding
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Dilemma 158
so rashly 
countered 
but so 
adversely 
precise 
this premise 
conceivably 
adverse 
or 
foreseen 
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Dilemma 159
reluctant 
disasters
imply 
avowedly 
familiar
foresight
rigorously 
thin 
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Dilemma 160
each exposed 
consolation
 
without knowledge
without aversion
seems exact 
indeed 
never uttering
never diminishing 
else
elusive 
indeed 
seemed
yet we 
grasp 
and we
grasp
within 
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Dilemma 161
uttered indeed
or obversely 
measured
certain
or rather
ascertain 
assuage 
or rather 
assume 
an elusive
imagining
minded
 
between but 
if an apparent 
between 
an apparent
and another
implies another 
or else settled
utterly settled 
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Dilemma 162
diminished difference 
involves difference
measured without 
consideration
  
never exact 
never without 
merely uttering
merely different
never settled 
nor considered 
else forgiven
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Dilemma 163
implicit friction 
persuades counterparts  
nor attempts pleasure
but abeyance attempted
  
deliberated 
yet disliking 
such subtle worry  
suggestively missing 
such reliance 
grips unpalatable worry 
and worry grips this
mooted clamour 
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Dilemma 164
Paused abeyance harnesses  
mooted deliberation plausibly   
either deliberate or arbitrary worry  
a moment’s resilience riddles consequences 
either subtle or fictive moments 
answer estimable consequences  
enjoying implicit disliking  
assumed abeyance disliking   
assumed clamour quiets attempted  
worry unpalatable yet palpable 
as riddles missing riddles  
grasps either answer  
 
